We know more than ever about ourselves. Coupled with continuing efforts to extend and enrich such knowledge, this augurs well for the future of American Jewry.

Sidney Goldstein, "Beyond the 1990 National Jewish Population Survey"

"W e know," Sidney Goldstein, a professor of sociology at Brown University, assures his audience: we know ourselves. In his Marshall Sklare honorary address—an annual celebratory ritual of Jewish social scientific knowledge—Professor Goldstein publicly performs the sense of security that the American Jewish community places in social science. He uses the unmarked first-person plural “we” to refer to a wide range of leaders in the organized American Jewish world who care deeply about their community’s future. The confidence Goldstein possesses in the potential of social science stems especially from the value of quantitative knowledge—the value of numbers. Indeed, much depends on the reality of numbers for Goldstein and his colleagues: the social scientists, public intellectuals, professionals, and lay leaders of the organized American Jewish community who have come to inhabit—and ultimately quantify—the Jewish communal sphere in the United States over the last three decades. They have filled it with rates, weights, and figures and adorned it with charts, tables, and graphs. In and through their discourse about numbers, the leaders of the American Jewish community have fashioned American Jewry as a numerically imagined community. When these communal leaders “speak of Jews”—to paraphrase Lila Corwin Berman’s work—they speak of numbers.1

This chapter focuses on the intimate link between social-scientific discourses entailed in the production of numerical, sociodemographic knowledge of the
American Jewish community and an affective economy that shapes the distribution of that knowledge in that communal sphere. I will argue that the “statistical system” of American Jews has flourished by occupying a space of discursive tension—where seemingly incongruent features of numbers and emotions converge. In particular, I will illustrate how Jewish sociodemographic statistics in the context of what came to be called during the 1990s the “continuity crisis” has been framed by both a rigorous scientific discourse of enumeration and an emotional language about the prospects of American Jewry. Each with its own cultural authority, the dauntingly dry language of numerically based social science and the poignant language of sentiment converge within the field of American Jewish statistics to mutually constitute and synergistically generate a powerful discourse about the population of this community. In what follows, I call this discourse “wet numbers”—a term that bears both metaphorically and analytically on the discursive dynamics under discussion.

The notion that statistics is a “dry” modality of knowledge is common. It indicates a colloquial association of numbers with inherent rigorousness, but also “dullness” of scientific data. As opposed to words that lend themselves easily to poetic playfulness, numbers are dry. They represent what is “out there” in an objective, straightforward, and factual manner, in a form well suited to tables and graphs. Because numbers provide hard data, their dryness is their strength; but it is also their point of weakness. The following quote conveys well this double-edged association of quantitative data with dryness: “You complain that your report would be dry. The drier the better. Statistics should be the driest of all reading.” In a similar vein, statistics can sometimes be described as “cold” (e.g., as in “cold data”) or “thin” (as in “thin description”), terms that transmit a sense of frustration with the remoteness and even reductionism that are perceived to characterize quantitative data.

If the power of numbers to accurately represent reality is linked with metaphors of dryness and coldness, what do we make of numbers that are framed within affect-laden discourses? Perhaps it makes sense to think of such numbers in terms of their “heat,” as if dry kindling sparks fires of emotionality. Indeed, in many contexts of enumeration, including the case under discussion here, statistics often create “heated debates” about the categories employed or about the resultant numbers and their interpretation. Certainly, the release of the 1990 National Jewish Population Survey (NJPS)—the statistical study that is the focus of my discussion of the continuity crisis—generated “heated” methodological debates related to the rate of intermarriage. Likewise, the release of the 2000–2001 NJPS a decade later animated “heated” public and scholarly arguments related to the estimated size of the American Jewish population.

But in framing my discussion in terms of wet, rather than hot, numbers, I wish to call attention to another discursive aspect of the continuity crisis. In
particular, the concept of “wet numbers” enables us to think metaphorically about American Jewry as a biopolitical system—that is, as a community that has turned its social body into an object of both scientific knowledge and political intervention. The idea of wetness points to the affective work invested by the leaders of the American Jewish community in the production and distribution of population statistics. Building on this metaphor of wetness, I would say that wet numbers foreground an understanding of how the numerical sociodemographic discourses about the American Jewish population are soaked in “blood, sweat, and tears.” By indexing body fluids, wetness highlights an embodied connotation of political intervention in the social body: the diluted blood of the social body, as well as the sweat and tears of those Jewish leaders who work hard, under bleak sociocultural conditions, to advance knowledge of a population about which they care deeply.

This chapter stands empirically and theoretically at this intersection of power/knowledge. By bringing the Foucauldian notion of biopolitics to bear on the study of American Jewry, I highlight the ways in which rigorous engagement of the organized Jewish community with sociodemographic knowledge of American Jews has reinforced the “Jewish population” as an object of knowledge and intervention. Put differently, biopolitics enables us to understand the strong institutional reliance on numerical, sociodemographic data as a means of transforming the loosely defined, multifaceted, and often obscure notion of “Jewish community” into a firmly knowable, measurable “Jewish population.” When Professor Goldstein confidently proclaims, “we know more than ever about ourselves,” he refers to this form of political knowledge.6

A productive starting point for studying such biopolitics might involve listening to how sociodemographic statistics are framed and narrated in communal domains. After all, the community claims to know itself to a great extent through population statistics; and, as we learn from Foucault, it is through discourse that different regimes of truth (e.g., about the population and its “facts”) are established and negotiated. Without undermining the importance of unpacking concrete methodological, and often politicized, processes of statistics making (e.g., the decisions made about what questions to include in a survey, how to define a Jew, and the means through which to collect and make sense of results), I seek to emphasize here discursive processes that constitute the generation and circulation of statistical data. Given the intimate link between biopolitics and statistics, this chapter explores how producers, consumers and mediators of sociodemographic statistics on American Jewry talk and write about this quantified form of “social knowledge and its making.” Such a point of entry into a biopolitical field helps to decipher the webs of meaning that are spun and communicated among social scientists, public intellectuals, policy makers, and the public in communal conversations that unfold around statistics. In arguing for this point of entry,
I refer not only to the strategic choice to speak the language of numbers in the first place, a debated strategy in itself; in addition, I seek to foreground modes of speaking through which statistics are delivered and the kind of communal values assigned to them. As the community both establishes and negotiates statistics as a central discursive domain through which it speaks to itself about itself, what types of rhetoric, tone, and metaphor partake in that domain’s creation? On what moral, political, and institutional sources of authority do Jewish scholars, scientists, and communal leaders draw when they speak about Jewish statistics?

I ground my efforts to address these questions in an ethnographic and sociohistorical study that includes various communal sites and textual materials in which NJPS sociodemographic statistics regarding the American Jewish population have been generated, circulated, and discussed during the 1990s and early 2000s. In particular, this study draws on fieldwork conducted in both academic and professional settings, on interviews (primarily with Jewish social scientists and senior managers working within the Jewish organizational world), and a range of textual materials (mainly press releases, newspapers, and popular journal articles featured in the Jewish press).

Before turning to the 1990s’ continuity crisis, I want to describe briefly the broader historical context in which American Jews have come to engage with population numbers.

The American Jewish Statistical System

The engagement of American Jews with counting themselves rests upon the fact that Jews (like other religious groups in the United States) cannot be surveyed in the national decennial census—a prohibition associated with church-state constitutional restrictions. Therefore, and in contrast to a number of other diasporic Jewish communities, American Jews have developed their own statistical system. This system should be contextualized in both American and Jewish traditions of impassioned counting.

The faith that Americans place in numbers, writes Ian Hacking, is fundamental. Tracing this faith to its established roots in the Constitution (article 1, section 2), he concludes, half-jokingly, that “you could say that the second most important feature of the American dream was that people should be counted.” Similarly, Paul Starr describes statistics as a core component of the American cultural diet: “Every day, from the morning paper to the evening news, Americans are served a steady diet of statistics.” In her historical account of numeracy in the United States, Patricia Cline Cohen substantiates these strongly worded descriptions by demonstrating how statistics became, between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries, both normalized as a discourse and enthusiastically embraced as a mode of knowledge.
contemporary American domains of numerical expertise, historian Sarah Igo describes how, throughout the twentieth century, polls and surveys have been intimately interwoven into the cultural fabric of the American mass public. The effects of surveying Americans have been multifaceted and far-reaching. Within the history of the aggregation and saturation of America’s public spheres with “facts,” lies the story, Igo argues, of intertwined developments of American public culture and American social sciences.

Preoccupation with numerical inquiry among Jews within the American context should also be understood in relationship to a more general, global Jewish concern with demography. As Diana Tobin, president of a West Coast Jewish think tank, argues: “Counting Jews globally is an important lens through which we should be seeing the world.” Jewish demography has become central to the political life of both Israel and the Jewish diaspora. In the first case, demography has been considered essential to buttress the paramount Zionist value placed on security and defense, a sacred discourse of the nation-state. In the second case, for Jews living outside of Israel, demography both articulates and frames a politics of diasporic identity. Although local sensibilities inevitably shape global Jewish engagements with statistics, these demographic entanglements with matters of Jewish collective life maintain a common discourse and agenda. International Jewish gatherings (such as the World Jewish Congress and the Conference on World Jewish Population) often bring together demographic studies within a comparative discussion. These internationally linked projects of social-scientific inquiry into Jewish demography have shared a relatively common perspective—one undergirded by narratives of decline. Across contexts, research engagements with Jewish demography tend to breed grave discourses of crisis and urgency, underlining a felt need for practical intervention. No doubt, the American Jewish statistical system rests within this broader ideological and institutional formation. In fact, this interpretative framework of crisis has emerged as a hallmark of the American Jewish social-scientific voice.

In 1880, almost three hundred years after the first Jew set foot on Roanoke Island, and more than two hundred years after twenty-three Jewish settlers arrived in New Amsterdam, the first nationwide statistical survey on American Jews took place. Conducted and compiled jointly by the Board of Delegates of American Israelites and the Union of American Hebrew Congregations, Statistics of the Jews of the United States represents the first systematic effort to produce a quantified portrait of American Jews. Over the decades that followed, statistical forms of knowledge made further inroads into the American Jewish communal sphere, primarily through studies featured in the American Jewish Year Book. The American Jewish Committee (AJC), one of the leading Jewish organizations of the twentieth century, played a singular role in this process; it not only shared responsibility for this yearly publication but also partook in the
establishment and funding of the institutional infrastructure for social-scientific research. In 1914 the AJC founded the Bureau of Jewish Statistics and Research, which would later become the Bureau of Jewish Social Research. The rich data generated by the bureau and its successors, together with essays published (from the 1930s onward) in the scholarly journal *Jewish Social Studies*, positioned discourse on Jewish demography as one of the prime categories of interest for both communal activists and social scientists. In fact, these forums for Jewish statistical research formed crucial parts of an emerging intellectual trend that would fully come to fruition within the organized Jewish community during the post–World War II period. Those trends would eventually constitute what Berman describes as the social-scientific turn.

Berman’s concept of “a social-scientific turn” might help explain both the reemergence since 1970 of national surveys and the growing investment of Jewish communal agencies in local statistical projects. This expansion in Jewish social-scientific production has been remarkable in its scope. It has included three national population surveys (in 1970, 1990, and 2000–2001) and approximately 140 local community studies conducted since the 1980s. Local communal studies have often been celebrated as a productive means of self-evaluation, producing policy-relevant data in a context that is, practically speaking, considered to matter the most. “Local studies turn out to be [more] important because planning is done at the local level,” explains Ira Sheskin, an advocate and researcher of community studies; “being able to quantify things, even if you ‘know’ them, is so important for planning,” argues Jennifer Rosenberg, the New York UJA-Federation’s research director, with regard to the formidable 2011 New York City survey. As widely embraced as this form of communal research has become, it has also sparked a fair amount of criticism. Widely variable in method, and considered by many social scientists to be lacking in rigor, communal studies served as the backdrop for the 1970, 1990, and 2000–2001 national population surveys. In each of these surveys, the Jewish Federation aimed to mobilize the instruments and authority of social science in order to capture the national community in its entirety, rather than its scattered localities.

These centralized statistical projects gained institutional footing through the establishment in 1986 of what later came to be called the Mandell Berman North American Jewish Data Bank (which serves as a repository of social-scientific studies of North American Jewry) and the founding in 1996 of the Berman Jewish Policy Archive (a central electronic library for matters of Jewish communal policy). Despite these community projects of centralization, the American Jewish statistical system has remained a rather fragmented and decentralized field. Without a clear coordinating institutional center, the social-scientific study of American Jewry occurs across a broad range of locations and through heterogeneous (and sometimes competing) frameworks. Some projects
and researchers are based in general research universities and some in religious Jewish universities; some researchers hold positions in departments and centers of Jewish studies, while others are located in a range of extra-academic and professional sites such as think-tank institutions and research departments housed within Jewish organizations. In various ways, the statistical projects in all of these research contexts are made possible as a result of close links between Jewish social scientists and the organized Jewish world. It is within this political economy, in which funding and science making circulate, that the 1990 NJPS was crafted.

Crisis Numbers and the National Jewish Population Survey

In the wake of the 1991 publication of the NJPS Highlights Report, numerical forms of knowledge came to permeate the American Jewish communal sphere at an unprecedented level. Statistical data—featured in a range of venues of Jewish and general media, communal sermons, organizational statements, and academic publications—have grown so pervasive that several Jewish journals have since devoted special issues to the engagement of Jews with counting themselves. This deep-seated communal preoccupation with numbers precipitated the suggestion by Bernard Reisman, a Jewish communal studies professor at Brandeis, that “perhaps one should undertake a sociological study of the response to the survey.”

The 1990 NJPS provided a synoptic and detailed profile of American Jewry, formulating a wide array of sociodemographic parameters: age, sex, household structure, marriage, fertility, geography, philanthropy, education, labor, social stratification, and Jewish identity. As extensive as the survey was, its public reception seemed to focus on a single number: 52 percent. This number referred to the percentage of Jews who intermarried between 1985 and 1990. In fact, the survey suggested that there was much to celebrate about Jewish life, with regard, for example, to levels of education, professional achievement, and wealth. However, a clear tone of alarm and pessimism overshadowed such positive trends due to the reception of the data.

That the intermarriage rate of 52 percent became iconic of the survey as a whole and provoked such a grave sense of collective crisis in the communal imagination should come as no surprise. As Mitchell Hart demonstrates, already in early twentieth-century Europe, Jewish social scientists drew attention to intermarriage, treating it as a social pathology that, both quantitatively and qualitatively, afflicted the Jewish community. The perceived danger of intermarriage to Jewish survival positioned this social phenomenon as “of particular interest and significance for Jewish social scientists”—one that bore on weighty issues of Jewish demography and assimilation.

In a separate though not unrelated context, Lila Corwin Berman describes how Jewish social researchers in twentieth-century America have sought to
understand the American Jewish experience by applying sociological tools to study intermarriage. By attempting to discover social patterns of endogamy and drawing a connection between intermarriage and assimilation, this scholarship has constituted intermarriage as a sociological problem and prescribed in-group marriage as its scientifically validated solution. Along these lines, the 1990 NJPS intermarriage rate of 52 percent engendered an unprecedented communal panic that soon came to be ubiquitously referred to as the continuity crisis. Controversy over matters of scientific accuracy aside, this number took on a life of its own: it informed public statements and debates, it gave birth to numerous policy commissions, and it fostered both local and national initiatives regarding Jewish identity and continuity.

Clearly, narratives of Jewish decline are not new; nor are they unique to the communal dynamics responding to the 1990 NJPS and, to a lesser extent, to the 2000–2001 NJPS. A preoccupation with the concept of survival, and with quantification of this existential anxiety, forms an enduring, though not uncontested, feature of Jewish communal discourse. The “ever-dying people,” as Simon Ravidowicz’s oft-cited article argues, have consistently understood themselves as the “last Jews,” or the “last survivors”; they have often similarly felt “as if they were standing at the grave of their people, its history and language.” This “crisis mentality” was thus not invented with the 1990 NJPS. Rather, this study, as Jonathan Woocher, a senior federation professional, described to me, “gave it [the crisis mentality] a number.” A decade later, the 2000–2001 NJPS introduced another number that would soon become infamously associated with the public discussion about demographic decline: the estimated number of 5.2 million Jews, a reported decline from 5.5 million Jews over a ten-year period. In the words of Michael Steinhart, a mega-philanthropist of American Jewry: “the news should have set off a code orange for Jewish organizations . . . all would agree that the Jews in America . . . are demographically endangered . . . the NJPS, after all, revealed palpable evidence of a crisis.”

“Numbers,” as the saying goes, “speak for themselves,” which means that they are assumed self-evidently to encapsulate and convey instantly recognizable and incontestable messages. The following quote, taken from internal correspondence between a prominent social scientist involved in the 2000–2001 NJPS and federation professionals articulates this notion with clarity. As he writes: “numbers have certain connotations attached to them. The gap between 48% and 52% is more significant than that between 42% and 48% . . . yes, I can count . . . but thresholds matter.” The message is clear: even if numbers do speak for themselves for politically attuned ears, they must still be spoken. It is through the ways in which they are spoken, and the discursive formats in which they are embedded, that numbers convey their meanings.
The overarching meaning of a continuity crisis represents a clear case in point. By and large, this framework invokes a historically loaded association of Jewish vulnerability. Most notably, when American Jews are depicted as an “endangered species,” descriptions of Jewish demographic decline reinforce themes of “loss” and “catastrophe” so characteristic of post-Holocaust consciousness. For example, intermarriage is often portrayed metaphorically as “a silent Holocaust.” In a similar vein, population decrease is often dramatically represented in light of the moral burden laid upon generations of Jews to replenish Jewish numbers after Auschwitz. Like Jewish statistics in early twentieth-century Europe, both academic and communal discourses on matters of Jewish population are informed by medical perceptions of sickness and degeneracy, thereby heightening the sense of crisis by placing it within a morally loaded biological discourse of life and death. Within this framework, intermarriage becomes a “syndrome” or a “symptom,” and any disengagement with the organized Jewish community is “contagious, approaching epidemic proportions.” This medical language metaphorically associates the ills of the social body with the physical body, a compelling connection with respect to its biopolitical framework.

The continuity crisis, as a rhetorical construct, has not only mobilized such emotionally laden medical language but also foregrounded emotionality itself by relying on a pessimistic language of affect. To paraphrase Ochs’s idea (chapter 8 in this volume) about how numerical discourses are implicated in a “hyperbole of optimism,” one could say that the continuity crisis was significantly augmented by a “hyperbole of pessimism.” To be sure, practices of counting and numerical representations do bring to the fore volatile social issues—sometimes deemed existential—related to group membership, communal boundaries, and political power. Decisions about how to count Jews, for example, imply the loaded question of who is a Jew and highlight sensitivities about minority experience within a non-Jewish sociopolitical order. However, the emotional discourse of the continuity crisis is far from being an inherent tenet of numerical knowledge or an inevitable consequence of emotionally arousing issues; it is, rather, a language actively mobilized to frame and inflame passion.

Unsurprisingly, somber associations mark the forms of affect that frame the continuity crisis. Expressions of depression, anxiety, and concern recur throughout the description and interpretation of the data. These emotions are voiced not only by professionals and educated observers but also by social scientists and other scholars who position themselves as concerned members of the community. This is clearly reflected, for example, in Professor Bernard Reisman’s depiction of the mood in two forums dedicated in the early 1990s to the published results of the NJPS:
In both cases, I and most of the other participants, initially emerged depressed and confused . . . the first day was not so much the demographers’ findings but the depressive affect and concomitant sense of helplessness among the participants. And then I reasoned if we, who were mainly academics, were so demoralized and immobilized, would it not be likely that the professional and lay leaders would have even a more severe reaction?44

The debate between scholars and other advocates of decline, versus those who endorse a narrative of transformation about American Jewry, has indeed come to be framed in emotional terms as a debate between pessimists and optimists or between those who are in a panic and those who are euphoric. Sidney Goldstein reflects:

The tone of the debate has gone well beyond neutral and objective academic and scientific discussion, to embrace such value distinctions as “pessimists” and “optimists” . . . unfortunately, an increasingly emotional tenor has come to affect the debate on Jewish population and, to say the least, this has contributed little to the quality of the debate.45

On the other end of the spectrum, and almost twenty years later, we can find Professor Steven M. Cohen who construes bleak emotional language as both a logical response to the concerning population-related effects among American Jews and a rhetorical achievement.46 And yet, during a panel on demographic narratives held in the course of the 2011 Association for Jewish Studies conference, he seems to be unsure about how to mobilize this rhetoric: “I’m still wishing, or my dream is, can we rhetorically express anxiety, dread, harada [anxiety in Hebrew] about intermarriage without pushing away all those intermarried?”47

The potential benefits and risks of the emotional language of crisis appear in Jack Wertheimer’s answer to my question about his own emotional style of public address. A prominent historian of American Jewry, who collaborates extensively with social scientists and Jewish professional leaders, he replied:

I am shocked at the passivity and the seeming lack of concern when what I see is something that is worthy of concern, and so this emotional language is designed to grab people by the throat and get their attention . . . but I’m also an engaged scholar. [He explains:] I have children and I worry about what kind of Jewish community my grandchildren will live in . . . but I feel that I need to limit the amount of crankiness because otherwise people are just going to tune me out completely.48

Professor Wertheimer’s statement exemplifies another critical point: the conflation of personal and communal voices, and the “personalization” of social-scientific data. Grounded in a sacred Jewish institution—that is, the family—this kind of discourse animates experiences and sentiments that lie beyond and beneath the faceless and often alienating effect of “sheer numbers.”
Statistics, as a culturally authorized way of “seeing” the community in the aggregate, become also an important lens through which individuals learn about their scientifically represented selves and “see” their situated family dynamics. Take, for example, Dr. Rabbi Hayim Herring’s memories of the days directly following the release of the 1990 NJPS in the conservative congregation he then led in Minnesota: “There’s a lot of emotion that is so intrinsic to the NJPS story because we are not talking solely about numbers, but about people’s lives. At that point, everybody suddenly knew somebody who is either intermarried or has an intermarried family member . . . rabbis,” and he included himself, “do not just speak data to make a point, our job is to move people emotionally, to change ways of thinking, and numbers may become beneficial in that way.” This statement reveals that the emotional language of crisis is not the fabrication of a media hungry for dramatic headlines. Rather, it is located in an intricate web of actors and public speakers—from social scientists and national leaders to congregational rabbis—that report numbers and make emotion-laden arguments.

To better understand these discursive frameworks that govern how numbers are layered with affect, I will turn now to the idea (and ideal) of the “engaged Jewish social scientist.” This idea helped Wertheimer explain his affective tone of public address. This notion also plays a formative role in allowing and augmenting the affective discourses among social scientists. In particular, I argue that within the close intersection of Jewish social science and the organized Jewish community, the work of Jewish social scientists is construed in terms of care and commitment to the American Jewish community. These terms underwrite the political and moral legitimacy which allows Jewish scholars of American Jewry to speak passionately and dramatically, rather than in a detached manner, about scientifically based population numbers. The operation of the model of “engaged scholarship” uncovers an intimate link between counting American Jewry and caring for it.

The Engaged Jewish Social Scientist

While the American Jewish statistical system has taken many forms across its multiple incarnations and locations, it ultimately rests upon an underlying feature: an intimate and symbiotic relationship between the Jewish institutional world, composed of an intricate network of institutions of communal government and collective operation, and social science as a rule-governed social system of epistemic norms, standards, and authorities. This relationship rests not only on the political economy of scholarly production, meaning the actual process through which funding and research circulate between those who produce data and those who use or commission it, but also on ideas and ideals regarding the role of scholars and social-scientific scholarship in American Jewish communal life. This set of ideas and ideals is captured in the phrase of engaged scholar.
Because this chapter focuses on the discursive practices of wet numbers rather than on the practices of Jewish social science making, I cannot fully explore here the various terms of engagement that underwrite the model of the engaged scholar. Nor can I situate these terms in relation to other scholarly fields in which public engagement and political activism have been formative in how academics position themselves (e.g., feminist or black scholars). These matters deserve their own separate exposition. Yet, I want to point out some general features that characterize this model especially as they shed light on the dynamic of wet numbers.

Following Hart’s work on Jewish social science and Berman’s exploration of the Jewish social-scientific turn, I also came to think of the mutually constituting concepts of “engaged scholar” and “Jewish social scientist.” In particular, I came to think of the social scientists who took part in the continuity crisis as Jewish social scientists. After all, most if not all of the scholars I met identified themselves as Jewish. What Sam Heilman once wrote about the sociological scholarship of Jews still holds today: “Jews have been more interested in studying Jews than has anyone else.” Moreover, the scholars I met during my fieldwork often brought their Jewishness to the forefront when presenting their work. For example, in their writings in the Jewish press (such as in Sh’ma or The Forward)—in contrast to how they write in general academic venues—social scientists tend to use what Sarah Benor describes as Jewish English, sprinkling their arguments with Jewish and Israeli expressions in Hebrew or Yiddish. During a two-day Brandeis University conference on the sociodemography of American Jewry held in October 2011, it wasn’t uncommon for scholars to embellish their presentations with biblical verses (in either Hebrew or English), thereby performing their Jewish competencies and credentials. An Israeli colleague of mine, in a tellingly cynical response to this pattern, whispered to me on one of these occasions: “Do you think they compete to see ‘who is more Jewish’?”

Interestingly, when, at the beginning of my interviews with social scientists, I invited them to share with me their intellectual and personal narratives that constitute their scholarly trajectories, the designation “Jewish social scientist” on my part went unnoticed and was sometimes even incorporated into their narrative. Only once, in an exceptional incident that proves the rule, did my definition provoke a response: “I’m not a Jewish social scientist!” Professor Calvin Goldscheider protested before providing his narrative, “I’m a social scientist of the Jews. There’s a big difference.”

The possible difference between a Jewish social scientist and a social scientist of the Jews clearly foregrounds the relationship between my own positionality and that of the social scientists I have studied. The fact that the term “Jewish social scientist” can be seemingly applied to them (Jewish social scientists who have by and large chosen to work for and in collaboration with Jewish organizations
and centers of power) and myself (a Jewish social scientist who has chosen to work on Jewish organizations in an attempt to unpack the mechanisms of their power) demonstrates the inclusive breadth of the term. Goldscheider’s comment in particular reveals the double-edged nature and endemic tension captured in the notion of the Jewish social scientist. Does the adjective “Jewish” qualify the scholar’s background and identity or his research focus? If it refers to both, what kinds of professional discourses are permitted within this coalescence of commitments and positions?

The model of the engaged scholar, which is often invoked and idealized in the context of the American Jewish statistical system, only deepens this ambiguity: with what, exactly, is the engaged scholar engaged? Is it with his scholarship or with something else, outside of and prior to it? Is the Jewish social scientist engaged with Jewish scholarship, Jewish life, or the connection between them? Do I—a scholar engaged with what matters to me and disturbs me as an Israeli Jew (e.g., the central role of anxious demographic discourses in public Israeli life)—fall within the contours of the category of the engaged scholar or am I excluded from it? As these questions demonstrate, ambiguity and instability are endemic to the model of engaged scholarship, an aspect of Jewish social science in North America that both enables and complicates the field. Precisely the lack of precision encapsulated in this model fuels the American Jewish statistical system and defines the permissible wet nature of the voice that animates that data.

Within a variety of academic and communal forums, the persona of the Jewish scholar described by journalists, scholars, and communal leaders is of an individual who “cares” deeply. What he cares about is often defined through an open, indefinite set of tropes, such as “the Jewish people,” “Jewish life,” or “the Jewish future.” These vague, often interchangeable, objects of care reference the Jewish community writ large or the American Jewish community in particular. In this framework, Jewish social-scientific scholarship—in the here and now—is constituted as a “service,” a token of commitment. Steven M. Cohen, in his Marshall Sklare Award lecture in 2012, articulated the interconnections he envisions between Jewish service and scholarship: “our ever-growing conversation among several generations of scholars committed to studying, serving, and sustaining the Jewish People.” And in the appreciative words of Barry Kosmin, a senior demographer, for his late colleague, sociologist Egon Mayer, Jewish “care” marks Mayer’s career and life story. Although the trajectory of Mayer’s life is obviously distinct, Kosmin expands the notion of care to characterize the whole scholarly community. He writes:

We return to what I believe inspired all of Egon’s lifework: his concern for the Jewish people and its future. Jewish social science is not an uncontested field of study. The passions arising from differences in ideology, theology, and
discipline run deeply in our community of scholars. People care, believe and argue at a decibel level that is above that in most areas of the academy.\textsuperscript{35}

Whether or not Kosmin is right in his relational diagnosis, he captures in this description the prescriptive, normative feature of care. In an address that can be understood as another example of the romanticized status of care for the Jewish community in social-scientific scholarship, Frederick M. Lawrence, president of Brandeis University, greeted over lunch the participants of the sociodemography of American Jewry conference (October 2011), which I attended. While praising the accomplishments of the Steinhardt Social Research Institute, Professor Lawrence preached to his audience about the centrality of care as the essential Jewish ethic of social-scientific labor:

There are some people out there who work only with their heads but here, at Brandeis, we work with both our heads and our hearts. If there is something we care about deeply we should have the people do a good job . . . let’s continue to work on the things that are important to our heads. God knows that they are also important to our hearts.

Professor Lawrence’s message echoes the sentiments of Professor Goldstein, nearly two decades earlier, that Jewish scholarship ideally “comes from both the head and heart.” Both professional and communal Jewish engagements are harmoniously integrated in Goldstein’s descriptions of the field, representing what might be understood as a caring expertise. Referencing both a Jewish data bank and advisory committee, he noted, that they “have, I believe, been most fortunate in enlisting the assistance of a strong array of social scientists who are dedicated both to the highest standards of research and to the maintenance of a strong Jewish community.” Given the growing scarcity he identifies in the availability of adept personnel, Goldstein goes further to recommend that

\begin{quote}
early and high priority [should] be given to training in research methods of more social scientists who can be counted on to devote all or part of their career to work \textit{in and for} the Jewish community . . . such an expansion of our personnel resources should be done [among other methods] by appeals to the Jewish conscience of qualified students.\textsuperscript{36}
\end{quote}

To be sure, the ways in which intellectual vigor should be utilized for Jewish causes, and the politics of those causes, are hardly points of agreement. Jewish social scientists obviously vary in the degree and nature of their subjective investment in Jewish communal life, and differ in how they understand and negotiate the repercussions of that investment for science making. Some take upon themselves the social role of the public intellectual, while others confine themselves to more academically and institutionally bounded domains. Whereas one scholar is
fascinated by methodological innovations, a second publicly articulates his passionate commitment to yidishkeyt as what “keeps him in the business.” Despite these differences, and even occasional discord, an ideology of Jewish communal care permeates the overlapping spaces of scholarship making and community building. The purpose of gathering knowledge itself becomes a modality of community building. Through the lens of Jewish biopolitics, the logic of Jewish social science envisions data as a tool for population service, planning, and intervention. It is thus not unusual to find such justifications for statistical projects in the genre of Jewish social-scientific writing. As Professor Goldstein, director of the academic advisory committee for the 1990 NJPS, unequivocally writes: “to have Judaism, we have to have Jews, and the right kind in the right kinds of places.”

Blood, Sweat, and Tears: The Wet Language of Population Crisis

Statistics, as Theodore Porter teaches us, is a language or a strategy of communication imbued with an aura of objectivity and uniformity. The language of numbers carries with it an array of cultural assumptions about truth, precision, and representation; it also implicates a range of historically situated understandings of objectivity. Indeed, the 1990 NJPS statistics appeared on the American Jewish scene packaged in the language of hard science and dry methodology. Employed strategically, this dry language claimed institutional authority and garnered public trust. It was implicated in the “boundary work” that established the social researchers involved with the 1990 NJPS as a reliable professional community, impervious to political pressures and united in adherence to rule-governed standards. In so doing, this language created conditions for staging the expertise of both the Council of Jewish Federations (the institutional patron of the NJPS study) and the academics involved. In anticipation of any potential critique, the 1990 NJPS was, from the outset, presented to the public as a rigorously scientific survey.

The dryness of biopolitics, however, can be misleading. As Ian Hacking writes: “biopolitics is, of course, less fun to study than the anatamo-political. The numerical manipulations of the body politic are and always were dusty, replete with dried-up old books.” This dryness is misleading because, as Porter argues in the context of administration, this very “grayness helps to maintain [statistics’] authority.” But this kind of misleading grayness, or dryness, is only one source of authority for the publicly distributed biopolitical language of American Jewish statistics; the other is the economy of affect that enfolds the language of dry science.

Historically, the realm of emotion, as opposed to that of science, has been marginalized as a modality of knowledge in western cultures. Emotions have been adversely associated with the embodied, the irrational, the intuitive, and,
therefore, the feminine. However, as a modality of speech, emotions have achieved hegemony in popular domains of public rhetoric. Frank Furedi argues that a culture of emotionalism has fostered a climate in which a display of feelings has acquired a formidable cultural status, informing how individuals are expected to speak about and conduct themselves in public. Lay people, celebrities, politicians, and even academics draw on emotionalism when they speak publicly. Richard Posner writes in regard to public intellectuals: “the emotionality of the public intellectual . . . stands in particularly striking contrast to the official image of the academic.”

Following Don Handelman’s work on the synergetic relationship between bureaucratic logic and national sentiments, a relationship that helps him explain the power of the modern machinery of the nation-state, I argue for a synergetic relationship between the dry language of numbers and the wet language of emotions in the biopolitical apparatus of American Jewry. The synergy, literally the “working together,” of the numerical social data and the emotional qualities attached to that data helps to explain the pervasive presence and nature of social-scientific knowledge in the American Jewish communal sphere. Each discourse enhances the cultural grip of the other. Because numerical depictions of reality represent “social facts” and are considered to be the very means of truth making, numbers may “rationalize” and legitimate the emotions that they arouse. As Sherry Israel, a Brandeis professor who participated in the advisory committee of the 2000–2001 NJPS is quoted as saying, “if you design a study that’s methodologically sound, you get what’s out there. The community and its facts will speak for themselves.” When supported by numbers, emotions appear seemingly well-grounded in reality. Simultaneously, because emotionality pervades everyday life in profound ways, it lends meaning to an abstract reality captured by numbers, as if indicating what “really counts” about that reality. Secured in their position as “knowers”—as those who speak in the language of science and truth—and anchored in their political, moral authority as engaged scholars, these actors allow themselves to be immersed in the seductive power of emotional language without being “contaminated” by its supposed inferiority as a mode of knowledge.

Obviously, the synergetic relationship between statistics and emotions has its own limits and vulnerabilities—particularly with regard to the degrees of suspicion often leveled at both constructs. Because the production of numbers is at best complicated and often inaccessible to a large public or, at worst, subject to manipulation, statistics is often highly susceptible to critique and skepticism; moreover, as both Sheila Jasanoff and Sarah Igo show, historically, the popular reception of the “cult of experts” in twentieth-century America has been ambivalent. Though sometimes treated with expressions of admiration and confidence, experts often endure distrust and even ridicule. Indeed, a great degree of public skepticism has sometimes greeted the emotional tone attached to numerical
discourses of the continuity crisis. In particular, emotional overtones of referring to Jews as an endangered species and calls for a prompt and effective response have been dismissed as a mere “panic” or portrayed as a traditional, conservative reaction on the part of a leadership that thrives on crisis heroism. Alternatively, the emotional tone of crisis is sometimes taken as a calculated tactic of communication in the service of fund raising. Others reject the crisis-laden notion of “Jewish continuity” altogether, choosing instead to celebrate notions such as “Jewish engagement” and “Jewish revival.” Indeed, the heyday of Jewish continuity as an institutional catchphrase appears to have passed. This affective discourse seems to have its own disafflicting implications—alienating and numbing listeners.

Both the strengths and limitations of this synergy teach us about the fairly restricted modes of biopolitical operation available to American Jewish leaders in the nonstate voluntary-based American context in which they operate. Without fetishizing the state as an omnipotent actor, this study points to the particular and perhaps greater array of challenges that the nonstate context presents to those who strive to count, produce, and act upon the population. When Israel, as the Jewish nation-state, aims to reproduce its Jewish population, a wide array of legal frameworks, policy procedures, and bureaucratic institutions buttress its efforts. It attempts, as a matter of course, to import and reproduce Jews through a state-run conversion apparatus, and both immigration (aliyah; ascendance) and fertility policies. The state also possesses at its disposal various means of both direct and indirect mechanisms of governmentality (e.g., throughout the state-run education and army systems) that are more complicated for operation in a voluntary-based context such as that of the American Jewish community.

By contrast, when the organized American Jewish community strives to manage its Jewish population, it is handicapped by both the fragmented nature of its institutions, and, most significantly, by the voluntary-based and liberal-oriented forms of belonging that constitute that community. True, the organized American Jewish community is the biggest and most institutionally developed among Jewish diasporic communities. It relies on impressive established networks of funding, agencies, and organizations that serve as instrumentalities through which the polity can actually act to intervene in the social body. Perhaps “Birthright Israel” represents the most notable example of the impressive operational governmental capabilities of the community at the time of, and in fact as a response to, the continuity crisis.

And yet, this working infrastructure is far more limited than a state in the range of interventionist options available. For example, despite continuing concerns over the Jewish family, the liberal-oriented organized community has never embraced fertility and other family-related policies. Furthermore, because matters of personal investment, engagement, and agency exist in the gap between
Jewish bodies and Jewish souls—between a measurable, but possibly empty, Jewishness and a meaningful one—Jewish voluntarism further complicates the loaded engagement with Jewish demography. It confuses the question of who is a Jew by casting doubts even on the value of counting Jews in the first place.

For a community in which, as some argue, every Jew can be deemed “a Jew by choice”—a community in which even the willingness to fill out a forty-five-minute NJPS questionnaire is understood as an indication of voluntary Jewish commitment—Jewish leaders must ultimately appeal to the realm of heightened emotional speech to motivate voluntary participation. In a tacit acknowledgment that numbers cannot, in themselves, be heard—that they do not, in fact, speak for themselves—or, alternatively, that they unintentionally normalize acculturation, these leaders speak not only in the name of science and its “facts” but also in the language of affect. The affective economy distributed through their reporting of numbers demonstrates how biopolitical logic in such a voluntary communal context depends upon language and its ability to influence personal decisions made by Jews. After all, the accumulated effect of individual life choices (from the question of whom to marry to whether to raise Jewish children and encourage Jewish habits) reflects back on the size (“quantity”) and composition (“quality”) of the social body. In this sense, the discourse of wet numbers assumes a potentially greater significance as a rhetorical tool for what Nikolas Rose calls “technologies of the soul”: technologies aimed at the production of certain subjectivities.74

The concept of wet numbers enables us to think metaphorically about the affective, wet nature of such voluntary communities or less strongly equipped biopolitical systems. American Jewish leaders face a delicate task. These leaders speak the language of wet numbers—a language that attempts not just to count Jewish bodies but also to take account of, and indeed to touch, Jewish souls. Because their work inevitably draws on post-Holocaust schemes of Jewish biopolitics, reproduction of the population depends upon the constant production of a sense of collective crisis. As opposed to other situations framed in terms of collective crises that bear directly on the lives of individuals (e.g., natural disaster, war, or economic recession), the continuity debate does not necessarily imply a crisis for individual Jews in America. They simply may not care. The affective economy of wet numbers that shapes the ideological and institutional apparatus of continuity operates to replenish the care and responsiveness of the community in relationship to what might otherwise simply be taken as dry statistics. Working against the grain of indifference and apathy, Jewish leaders and researchers strive to prescribe care: care about Judaism, the Jewish people, and crises that potentially endanger Jewish survival. So essential is care to Jewish social science that, ironically enough, some of the social scientists who have played such important roles in establishing numerical regimes of knowledge have themselves come to distrust those very regimes; they worry that the numbers they count are not
sufficiently “full” with care. As Professors Saxe and Kadushin put it: “the community needs Jews who count more than it needs to count Jews.” As this quote illustrates, even if the “population” is a prime object of study and intervention, it is eventually the “community” that must be targeted—and redeemed.

Given the intimate relationships between statistically based social sciences and policies of population intervention, this chapter invites future research examining discourses of biopolitical communal policies. Investigating the public communication (or, alternatively, the public silence) about fertility and conversion policy, or the politics of out-reach and in-reach, for example, all stand to teach us about “the limits and the forms of the sayable” in the relationship between a community or a polity and its subjects. After all, just like numbers, biopolitical policies do not speak for themselves.
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